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Twenty-six months after it’s start, FAVILLE project timeline is
approaching its formal end. But for us, the FAVILLE team and all the
FAVILLE participants, is just the beginning!
Thorough these 26 months FAVIILE was present in the activities
and life’s of more than 250 persons in five different countries.
FAVILLE reached one of its most exciting moments in the first
semester of 2021 as the pilots for the FAVILLE course for virtual
facilitators and FAVILLE validation framework gathered more than
200 participants from all countries.
The FAVILLE App has attracted huge interest everywhere it was
presented driving many questions about virtual facilitation and
online learning environments.
During September, October and November 2021 FAVILLE was
presented in multiplier events in Slovakia and Portugal and online in
Greece Germany and Italy
FAVILLE project partners continued their regular monthly meetings
and now are preparing the final stage of the project and guarantying
its sustainability and dissemination through 2021 and beyond.
We are grateful to all who made this journey with us and excited with
all the things to come!
The FAVILLE project Team
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FAVILLE multipliers events: Slovakia with ASTRA and ENTRE

Reaching 72 participants the FAVILLE multiplier event was held at
the Faculty of Management of Presov University by ASTRA and
ENTRE in September 2021.
The main objective of the event was to present and share the
success of the project to different stakeholders as well to associated
partners and to a breeder community interested in virtual Learning
facilitation.
This event allowed also to build and strengthen strategies towards
the dissemination and sustainability of FAVILLE after this first period
of work..
The Agenda included talks and presentations by ASTRA, ENTRE
and Q&A (questions and answers) sessions with participants

FAVILLE multipliers events: Portugal with UAb

The multiplier event was held in Ansião, a small size village
located between Lisbon and Porto at the center of Portugal, in
cooperation between UAb and the city Council.
The event took place in Business Center auditorium on October
19 in cooperation with the city Council, Universidade Aberta and
LEaD, to guarantee all necessary measures for the participants to
be present in safety due to COVID limitations.
This venue allowed the presence of a total of 35 participants from
which 22 were not part of any institution partner of the FAVILLE
project.
The participants in the event were students, researchers, lecturers,
and training professionals and consultants.

Video available here: https://youtu.be/T1td1BhnbXo?t=152
Other partners multiplier events will be held in November online with
IDEC, HOU - Hellenic Open University and German Institute for
Adult Education (Deutsches Institut für Erwachsenen- bildung, DIE.
Check FAVILLE media to stay in touch
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News and articles about FAVILLE

Ελληνικό Ανοικτό Πανεπιστήμιο ΕΑΠ - Hellenic Open University one
of the FAVILLE partners is preparing their dissemination event o.
November 25. More information in the following link:
https://www.facebook.com/eapuni/

FAVILLE at Open Science week in UAb
Open Science Week was held again in October FAVILLE project
was present with a presentation about the project and FAVILLE app
at
Universidade
Aberta
in
Lisbon
,
Portugal
https://lead.uab.pt/programa-semana-do-acesso-aberto-led/

ASTRA - Association for Innovation and Development presented the
FAVILLE project at the 4th Smart Academy International
Conference entitled "Building Smart Communities for the Future"
(08/10/2021)
The presentation introduced the project and its outputs first. Then it
was described the value of virtual learning facilitators in the
educational process in the context of smart communities. More
infromation available at: http://smartcommunities.eu/.../4th-smartcommunities...

Follow our social media channels and subscribe our newsletter

You can follow all the regular updates about FAVILLE on our
Facebook and Linkedin pages.
https://www.facebook.com/favilleproject
https://www.linkedin.com/company/faville-project

Subscribe our newsletter and stay in touch!
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